
   

 
 

SYNOPSIS 
 

DISAGGREGATING AGGREGATORS 

Hardik Dalal and Joshua Ailwood 
 

Key words: aggregators, comparison websites, international experience, market maturity  

 

Purpose of your paper: To investigate what factors have given rise to aggregators in overseas 

insurance markets and what type of role aggregators may play in the Australian general insurance 

industry of tomorrow.  

 

Synopsis: We will investigate what factors have given rise to aggregators in overseas insurance 

markets and what type of role aggregators may play in the Australian general insurance industry of 

tomorrow. 

 

Our paper will focus on: 

 

 Role of aggregators 

o The current role of aggregators in the Australian general industry 

o The role aggregators play in selected overseas markets and how this role has changed 

over time 

 Market conditions 
o In markets where aggregators have become key players we will investigate what market 

conditions contributed to their rise. Was it due to, for example: 

 Level of competition 

 Customer maturity 

 Customer dissatisfaction 

 Marketing strategies 

 Product development 

o What does this mean for Australia? 

 Do these market conditions exist in Australia? 

 How far away is the Australia market from these conditions? Or has our market 

already matured beyond these market dynamics? 

 Direct insurer impact and response 

o In markets where aggregators have become key players we will investigate how direct 

insurers have been impacted and how they compete (effectively or otherwise!) 

o Will Australian insurers be impacted similarly and what are their options to compete? 

 I s this the last time we need to talk about aggregators when discussing the Australian general 

insurance industry? 

 

 

 

 



   

 

 

 

SYNOPSIS 
 

DISCOUNT RATES IN GENERAL INSURANCE PRICING 

Peter Mulquiney, Brett Riley, Hugh Miller and Tim Jeffrey 
 

Key words: discount rate, investment earning rate, pricing, risk free 

 

Purpose of your paper: To present and further develop principles and best practices in using discount 

rates to set premium rates for general insurance.  

 

To explore current practices to allow for assumed investment earnings in pricing across a range of 

classes of business. 

 

To be a reference for the actuarial profession and industry, to educate and encourage further 

research in setting discount rates / investment earning rates in general insurance pricing. 

 

Synopsis: There is no generally accepted practice to discount cash flows (or allow for future 

investment earnings) when setting premium rates in the Australian general insurance industry.  While 

rates are generally set at each insurer’s discretion, some statutory classes require rate filings and are 

rev iewed by actuaries. 

 

This research has a sound theoretical grounding but is suitable for practitioners. 

 

This paper will cover the following: 

 

 A rev iew of various premium setting models and insights from financial economics. 

 Current practice in the industry (including input from interv iews with practitioners). 

 A rev iew of academic papers on this topic. 
 Considerations for various classes of business. 

 Discussion of possible practical approaches and criteria to assess each. 

 Recommendations on good practice, based on various criteria which may apply in different 

situations. 

 



   

 
 

SYNOPSIS 
 

GETTING TO TRUTH WITH YOUR CUSTOMERS – THE POWER OF HUMAN CENTRED DESIGN 

Lynette Nixon 
 

Key words: Design thinking, human centered processes, customer behavior and customer personas 

 

Purpose of your paper: Understanding customer behavior facilitates targeted engagement with 

them in both the retail and corporate market. This paper is an introduction to using behavioral 

observation as a central tool in human centered design to enhance Interactions with the customer 

throughout the life cycle of the insurance process.  

 

Synopsis: Design thinking is an emerging methodology used by corporates to solve complex 

problems.  I t uses human centered processes to do this, including the real time observation of 

interactions of people within their environment. One of the key areas of focus is on the complexity of 

understanding customer preferences as they interact with insurance providers.   

 

The result of understanding the truth in these customer interactions enables us to influence the 

decisions they make, understanding why consumers are not always economically or emotionally 

rational.  By creating customer personas or character profiles of dominant customer behaviors 

insurers can create efficiencies and focus in how they respond to difference segments of their 

markets – enabling them to reduce the cost of sale and cost to serve. The principles of design, 
behavioral observation and customer personas will be introduced. 

 

Understanding your customers’ preferences and motivations has been used in a wide variety of 

contexts, from the way we browse the internet, to directed supermarket shopping. Behavioral 

observations are being applied in the insurance sector, to tailor the customer experience throughout 

the life cycle. This paper examines the methodology being applied in insurance, and the outcomes.  

 

 

 



   

 

 

 

SYNOPSIS 
 

PRICING AND UNDERWRITING FOR CLASS ACTIONS 

Susie Amos 
 

Key words: Class Actions, Litigation Funding, Pricing, D&O, Liability, Financial Lines, Underwriting, 

catastrophe pricing 

 

Purpose of your paper: To propose an approach to pricing and underwriting the difficult area of class 

actions and understand the level risk premium which may be required for a typical D&O portfolio. 

 

Synopsis: Class Actions are here to stay in the Australian legal environment. Given the large cost of 

these claims relative to premium, there is a real risk of significant losses for the industry.   While many 

insurers may not yet have experience significant losses, the increase in competition and the 

continuation of large class action settlements makes adequate and informed pricing essential for 

remaining ahead of the curve. 

 

We explore a top down approach to pricing and underwriting for class actions in this paper.  We 

believe a catastrophe like approach to pricing class actions would assist insurers and the industry to 

come to grips with this difficult risk.   

 

We not only consider the impact of the historical class actions to date, but more importantly given 

the limited experience for insurers, we consider an approach pricing for new, unknown and 

emerging class action claims. 

 

This is certainly a difficult area to price, but starting somewhere is the key to improving the market’s 

understanding in this area. 

 

 


